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Kent Corporate Parenting Group
Minutes of the meeting held on 23rd November

Library, Oakwood House

Present: Apologies 
Philip Segurola – Director, Specialist Children’s 
Services

Rebecca Ransley – Interim Children and Young 
People’s Service Manager – South Kent 

Geoff Gurney – Assistant Director for Corporate 
Parenting

Sue Clifton – Service Manager, 18+

Martin Vye – Elected Member for Canterbury June Capuano – Clinical Manager for Children 
in Care Services

Joanne Rabbitte – Children & Young People’s 
Service Manager – West Kent
Sarah Whittaker – Children & Young People’s 
Service Manager – North Kent
Carrie Bill – Interim Children & Young People’s 
Service Manager – Canterbury/Swale
Anne Nerva – Children and Young People’s 
Service Manager – Thanet
Tom Stevenson – Service Manager for 
Safeguarding and QA 
Maureen Robinson – Manager, Management 
Information Unit
Tony Doran – Head Teacher, Virtual School 
Kent
Sarah Skinner – Service Manager, Virtual 
School Kent
Sue Mullin – Commissioning Support Manager, 
NHS Thanet Clinical Commissioning Group
Nancy Sayer – Designated Nurse for Looked 
After Children
Dr Noreen Ahmad-Bhatti – Designated Doctor, 
East Kent Hospitals Trust
Andy Heather – Principal Educational 
Psychologist
Nick Wilkinson – Assistant Head of Integrated 
Youth Services 
Gemma O’Grady – Participation Officer, Virtual 
School Kent
Latifia Siziba – Service Manager, 
Unaccompanied Asylum Seeking Children Team
Margaret Pike (Minutes)

Item 
No

General Overview of discussion, followed by decisions and actions in bold Actions
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1. Welcome and Introductions

 Geoff Gurney welcomed everyone to the meeting and introductions made
2. UASC Service Update

 Latifa Siziba has been in post as Operational Service Manager for 2 
weeks and Jennifer Williams is the Strategic Service Manager

 There are 4 social work teams with an average of 6 social workers and 2 
Social Work Assistants per team, there are still some vacancies to be 
recruited to.  An admin team has also been pulled together so each team 
has an administrator attached to it

 The team has been formed quickly to respond to the backlog of cases

 Staff within the teams have the key languages that are spoken by the 
young people coming in which will help with the interpreting situation

 There are 248 young people placed in other local authorities, 113 of 
these are in Medway.  There has been no announcement yet from the 
Home Office regarding the dispersal system so other local authorities are 
still taking some young people on a voluntary basis

 A concern was raised that after the Paris attacks the French Police will 
have been pulled away from the camps in Calais so there may be an 
increase in the numbers coming to the UK

 More work needs to be done to embed the PREVENT strategy in the 
workforce for social workers dealing with radicalisation and possible 
terror threats.  Concern raised from Health as clinicians attend the 
reception centres  and there is a need for them to be confident in 
PREVENT

 What is working well – there is now a more structured team in place and 
an admin support team.  More reception centres although young people 
are staying longer in them, there is a strategy to move the young people 
out into supported lodgings on a weekly basis.  Communication with key 
partners is good but could be strengthened. 

 The average caseload for social workers in the team is 15

 What are we worried about – Missing young people and the need to be 
clearer on the missing process.  Dispersal of funds, need to make sure 
that money is being put onto ELA cards.  Legal disputes, there are a 
number of legal disputes that the team is having to respond to.  
Resources – still recruiting to the team to cope with the backlog.  

 What needs to happen – National dispersal arrangements need to be 
agreed by the Home Office.  Address the missing person’s protocol and 
budget issues as there isn’t a central budget.  Need to recruit more staff.  
Case progression needs to happen and the 28 day assessments.  The 
team has been split into an assessment team and a long term team.

 Action – Geoff Gurney to take away the messages that have been 
raised here and look at how communication could be improved GG
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3. Minutes and Matters Arising 

 Page 2 - CAMHS – Liberi allows the recording of referrals to CAMHS but 
can’t measure timescales as we need a baseline and CAMHS can’t share 
their data.  Nancy Sayer is going to match CAMHS data with SCS data in 
the week before Christmas.  We are unable to track cases open to 
CAMHS due to a mismatch between the data.  Action – Nancy Sayer 
and Geoff Gurney to look into this

 Page 2 – Terms of Reference for Health Commissioners – Sue Mullin to 
update later in the meeting 

 Page 3 – Challenge Cards  on the agenda

 Page 3 – Business cards – the winning design was chosen over half 
term.  The winning design is with the Communications Team to draft

 Page 3 – There are actions listed against Paul Brightwell.  Action – Tom 
Stevenson will pick these up

 Page 6 - Audit feedback presented to the LAC Health Group as that was 
felt to be the better forum 

 Minutes agreed

NS/GG

TS

4. Update from Corporate Parenting Panel

 Draft LILAC report was presented and 30 minutes at the beginning of the 
meeting was given over for young people and the apprentices to have 
their say 

 As Kent is a big county it can be difficult to get a representative sample of 
young people and apprentices to attend.  Members of CPP attend 
Children in Care Council meetings  

 Foster Carers do sit on CPP and it was felt that it would be useful to invite 
the Chair from Foster Carers Association so that they could share any 
concerns 

 Geoff Gurney and Anne Allen attended a cross borders meeting with 
other authorities from the South East.  It was striking how Kent is doing 
better than most of the neighbouring authorities in terms of young people 
attending Corporate Parenting Panels.  Issues that were raised at this 
meeting included: the difficulty of getting members involved in corporate 
parenting and getting children and young people involved.  It was felt that 
it is always the same young people that come forward

5. LAC Health Commissioning Group Update

 The statutory guidance on promoting the health and well-being of looked 
after children was revised in March 2015 and replaces the 2009 guidance

 Nancy Sayer provides advice and guidance to 7 CCG’s and Medway

 The CCG’s lead on commissioning the health needs for all looked after 
children in Kent not just Kent children

 Some of the most vulnerable children are being placed outside of Kent 
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and their needs are getting lost in the transfer

 The key areas of focus for the CCG’s are service redesign based on 
statutory pathway, health histories, UASC, designated doctors, adoption, 
OLA/POLA and IT solutions

 There is a strategic meeting on 23rd November and an operational group 
meeting in December to look at the pathways and it is important that 
there is a KCC representative.  Action – Sue Clifton to attend 
Operational Group

SC

6. Social Work Visiting Frequency

 Geoff Gurney produced a procedure in a nutshell guide in response to 
challenge from the young people that they don’t see their social worker 
enough and pulls together the key messages on frequency of statutory 
visits

 The nutshell guide is intended to be an aide memoire as to what the 
expectation is and what is good practice

 Legislation sets the pattern for visiting although it is considered good 
practice if the child or young person wants it or if it is required

 In terms of UASC we are not visiting as we should be due to the influx 
and the backlog of cases and the UASC team don’t have enough 
resource to do this 

 The regulation have lessened for long term placements and is consistent 
with good practice although it does depend on the care plan 

 There are a small number of children matched with permanent foster 
carers and 4 times a year is not enough.  Stable situations can evolve 
very quickly and it is difficult to get to know young people on 3 monthly 
visits

 Guidance was felt helpful to have and would be useful for induction 
packs.  The nutshell guidance will go on tri-x and was written for 
managers to give to social workers as a summary of what to do

 The challenge came from the young people and this needs to be 
feedback to them.  The group agreed that the guides should be agreed 
and circulated

7. LILAC Report

 The draft LILAC report has now been received and the final version won’t 
be too different once some factual inaccuracies have been amended 

 In 2014 National Voice came in and assessed the authority against 7 
standards of which 4 were achieved 

 Under the terms of the assessment National Voice can be invited back 
within agreed timescales to look at the ones that were not achieved 

 National Voice came back and re-assessed against the 3 unachieved 
standards and awarded 2 of these.  Kent now has 6 of the 7 petals
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 The standard that was failed was staffing, this is looked at through the 
child’s eyes, children and young people were surveyed along with foster 
carers and staff

 The reasons why the staffing standard was not achieved include the need 
to involve more young people in forming of job descriptions, more 
involvement in training for staff on participation and engagement 
including on all staff induction programmes, staff to meet more young 
people and consider the views of young people in staff appraisals

 Once the final report has been received this will be circulated with the 
minutes and go to CPP

 The table on page 12 of the report was felt to be significant as several of 
the answers to the questions had not improved or had gone backwards 
since 2014

 A concern was raised over the overuse of apprentices and to ensure that 
there isn’t a blurring over the role in facilitating the voice of the young 
people

 2 groups of social workers met with the young people and the response 
was very different.  The 1st group were not directing responses to the 
young person leading the meeting whereas the 2nd group did

 Gemma O’Grady was introduced as the participation coordinator and her 
role is to look at how participation can be improved.  A lot of activity has 
taken place but has this been communicated and do the young people 
know?  

 Page 7 of the report shows that the service is improving.  Martin Vye has 
contacted the Chair of the Foster Carer’s Association to encourage young 
people to come to events and the council meetings.  In terms of staff 
appraisals the authority needs to look at good practice from elsewhere

 The Kent Police crime commissioner  is doing some work with young 
people, looking at those vulnerable young people who are victims and 
witnesses of crime 

 It was noted how few young people contribute to foster carer reviews and 
this needs to be improved.  The system works for newly qualified social 
workers as part of their portfolio this and the information can easily be 
obtained from the young people.  Some young people may not feel 
comfortable addressing their feedback directly with social workers  

 Thanks extended to all involved in the organisation and running of the 
LILAC assessment  

8. CIC Performance Scorecard
 Key highlights from the figures to end of September
 CiC reviews and participation figures have been affected by the UASC 
 Those looked after for at least 18 months who’ve had the same Social 

Worker for 12 months has increased 
 The education data will be slightly different with the statutory first release 

due in December.  Exclusions and absences won’t be the same as 
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reported by the DfE as they take the information direction from schools 
and KCC works on data from Welfare Call 

 The outcomes Key Stage 2 at level 4 for Reading, Writing and Maths 2 
has improved 

 Health and wellbeing – initial health assessments are down, some of this 
will be UASC and some will be about consent issues

 Placement stability – this is the 1st time the report has included the 
proportion of planned moves in 66%  of cases the last move was planned 

 Adoption –timescales were exceeded but these were complex cases
 Care leavers – shown across national indicators of all young people that 

we should be in touch with; there are a large number of not knowns.  
Some of these will be related to UASC that still count against us until they 
are 2

 Staffing – IRO caseloads is being affected by the UASC situation.  
Caseloads currently around 90 but should be 70

 Health commissioners asked if they could share the scorecard.  Action – 
Maureen Robinson to amend the scorecard for CPP and circulate.  
This can then be shared by health commissioners

MR

9. YP Challenge Cards
 No further challenges cards were presented to this meeting but need to 

feedback to young people regarding the challenges already raised 
 Philip Segurola will be issuing his Christmas newsletter shortly and can 

update on the challenges.  Action – Geoff Gurney to take the lead for 
preparing the formal response 

 The concept for the challenge cards is popular 
 Internal audit have done a report on savings.  The focus of the report was 

aimed at making sure children and young people know what money they 
have got.  The biggest message from the report is that we don’t do 
enough to record the data.  Could there be a tab on Liberi?  There is a 
proposal going to Ads and Philip Segurola 

 Agenda planning – proposals on finance for young people for 
clothing/transport allowances.  What should be directly spent on young 
people so there is consistency across placements.  Should there be an 
age related allowance on clothing/pocket money 

 The statement from Share Foundation  received by MIU is for all children 
not  broken down by individual children  

GG

10. AOB
 None raised

11. Next Meetings

29th February 2016 at Oakwood House – 09.30-11:30
12th May 2016 at Oakwood House – 09.30-11:30
22nd August 2016 at Oakwood House – 09.30-11:30
27th October 2016 at Oakwood House – 09.30-11:30


